Nurse Keith has over two decades of experience in nursing and healthcare as a clinician, administrator, and entrepreneur.

As an accomplished speaker, writer, blogger, podcaster, consultant, and holistic career coach for nurses, Keith has his finger on the pulse of 21st-century nursing and keenly understands the challenges faced by nursing professionals and healthcare organizations.

Keith’s well-known nursing podcasts -- The Nurse Keith Show and RNFM Radio -- reach listeners on six continents. His message of savvy career advice for nurses has been featured by Nurse.com, Nurse.org, Working Nurse Magazine, American Sentinel University, MultiBriefs News Service, StaffGarden, American Nurse Today, NursingCE.com, Health eCareers, among others.

Keith is a Board Certified Nurse Coach (NC-BC), and has logged more than 1,000 hours providing holistic career coaching for nurses throughout the United States.

KEITH’S POPULAR PRESENTATIONS

Healthy Work Environments:
A healthy work environment is crucial for staff members, teams, and organizations alike. This talk offers concrete steps for creating an optimal workplace.

Why Mentoring Matters:
Skillful mentoring is central to employee success. Let’s define what mentoring is and how to activate a mentoring culture.

Networking for Success:
Online and face-to-face networking can truly help your nursing career grow.

The Crispy Nurse:
Learning how to identify, prevent, and heal nurse burnout is essential to wellness and career success.
My organization hired Keith Carlson to speak on mentoring and healthy work environments for our nursing conference. His presentations were full of life, experience, and passion. He was interactive and engaging with the audience. If you are looking for an inspirational and engaging speaker, someone who is genuinely interested in helping your organization find success, my recommendation is Keith Carlson.

**Lesa McArdle, Clinical Education Manager, Adventist Health**

Keith gave an excellent webinar on LinkedIn to the American Association of Nurse Life Care Planners. His presentation was well done, filled with a wealth of information, and inspired me to update my LinkedIn profile. I highly recommend Keith and look forward to working with him again.

**Becky Czarnik, RN, MS, CLNC, American Association of Nurse Life Care Planners**

Keith participated as one of the speakers at the 2013 Southwest Emergency Nursing Conference. Keith's presentations were well received by the audience and received high marks in the post conference feedback. Participants called his presentation motivating and inspiring. I had the opportunity to watch him speak and found Keith to be a very engaging speaker that encouraged audience participation and interaction. I highly recommend inviting Keith to participate in your educational endeavors.

**Kevin McFarlane, Southwest Emergency Education & Consulting**

I've heard Keith speak numerous times and he always delivers! Keith is very comfortable on stage and makes his audience feel comfortable too. He is articulate, funny, insightful, and leaves his audience feeling good about themselves. Keith is a genius at mixing the right amount of personal stories, thought provoking insights, and practical strategies in his presentations. I highly recommend Keith Carlson for your next event!

**Renee Thompson, DNP ReneeThompsonSpeaks.com**

Do you need an inspiring and motivational nurse speaker? Keith “Nurse Keith” Carlson has his finger on the pulse of nursing and healthcare!